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For a class of point processes including nonhomogeneous Poisson processes, some Cox processes 
and some processes of non-Poisson type, the question of existence and construction of complete 
and sufficient statistics is investigated. The results are based on the generalization of some results 
from sequential analysis and are applied to the construction of optimal tests and estimators. 
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1. Introduction 
Let .q = { PH; 0 E 0) be a class of distributions on (fl, .d) where 0 c M( E, 8) is a 
set of finite measures on (E, g). Let N : R + M,,(E) be a point process, M,,(E) being 
the set of all finite point measures on (E, %) and assume that the induced distribution 
Pr = .Y,, is a Poisson process on (E, %) with mean measure 0 = (Y,,P~ where cy = N# E 
Iw, is the ‘intensity’ parameter and where p = pulr = (1/6’( E))6’ is the ‘form’ parameter. 
In the literature the statistical inference typically concerns either the intensity cy or 
the form p, so that one of the parameters is a nuisance parameter. 
The literature on the statistical analysis of nonhomogeneous Poisson processes 
is mainly concentrated with parametric models such as parametric trends (if E c R’ 
is the observation period) and, especially, on those models leading to exponential 
families (cf. the discussion in Karr [8, p 2361 and in Krickeberg [9, p. 2511). For 
the literature we refer to Brown [3], Cox and Lewis [4], Krickeberg [9], Basawa 
and Rao [l] and to the recent monograph of Karr [8] which contains many further 
references. 
In this paper we discuss the question of existence and construction of complete 
and sufficient statistics in random sampling process models. We call a point process 
N=C:=, F,%, if 7 2 1 and N = O-the zero measure-if 7 = 0, in which X = (X,) is 
a sequence of random elements with values in the underlying space E a random 
sampling process if the number of points V- is independent of X. Random sampling 
models, therefore, include (nonhomogeneous) Poisson processes, mixed Poisson 
processes, some Cox processes and some processes of non-Poisson type. These 
results are applied to the construction of optimal tests and estimators. The construc- 
tion method is essentially based on a justification of conditional inference. 
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The determination of likelihoods and the discussion of sufficiency needs a gen- 
eralization of some results from sequential analysis, which is formulated in Section 
2. The formulation of these results is more general than needed for random sampling 
processes. This generality allows immediate extension of the results given in Section 
3 for random sampling processes to situations with partial information on the point 
process (non-increasing g-algebras) or to weaken the independence assumption on 
T, X (Propositions 3,4). We do not give an explicit formulation of these obvious 
extensions. On the other hand the application to random sampling processes (or 
more generally to point processes) requires a generalization of the formulas from 
sequential analysis to the case of non-increasing a-algebras and non-adapted random 
times. For this reason we give an explicit and detailed list of the most basic properties 
in Section 2. 
2. Likelihood ratios and sufficiency 
Let (0, .ti, p) be a statistical model, &,, c .ti be a sequence of (not necessarily 
increasing) o-algebras and T: (a, .zJ)+ (N, 9(N)) be a ‘random time’. The following 
results are extensions of some results from sequential analysis (cf. Eisenberg and 
Ghosh [6], Diihler [5] and Heckendorf [7]). 
Define the observable o-algebra 
.&:=o({A,,n{7.=n};A,,~.~,,,n~N})= UA,,~({T=~});A,,E.& 
,, 
(1) 
Then YE A!?(.&), i.e., Y is &-measurable, iff 
Y = C l,,=,,, Y, with Y, E sP(&,,). (2) 
Lemma 1 (cf. [7, Lemma 1.6.b]). Jf YE L’(R, .& P), then 
E,(Yl.&)=C l,,z,,,Y,, 
with y  = Ep( yl,T=n)l&) 
,1 
,I PC{,= n}ls&) 
iff ({ 7 = n} I.&,,) > 0; (3) 
Y,=E,(Yl~~va({7=n})). cl (4) 
Proposition 2 (Likelihood ratios). Let P, , PI E !T sati&v Q, := P; < Q2:= Ps and 
P,(.17=n)~P,(.17=n),forallnE~, then 
P,)&<P2)‘& (5) 
and 
dP,l.% rl _ dP,(.IT=n)dQ, -= 
dP,].&T 7 ‘T 
--(n). 
“‘dP,(.(r=n)dQ2 
(6) 
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Proof. If A=U,,({T=~}~A,,)E.PP~, then 
P,(A)=CP,(A,n{~=n})=CP,(A,,I~=n)P,(7=n) 
II ,1 
dP,(.(r=n) 
=&P_(.(r=n) 
dP,(.lr=n)Q,(n) 
dP,(.IT=n) dQ!(,)dPZ 
dP,(,]r=n) dQ, 
since 
Remark 1. (a) Proposition 2 also holds for o-finite measures P,, P2. 
(b) If T is an adapted random time w.r.t. (.&,,), i.e. {T = n} E .aP, Vn EN, if P, / dn s 
~~1 S,, and ,f;, := (dP, (&,,)/(dPZ] .&,,), then from (6) one obtains the ‘fundamental 
theorem’ of sequential analysis (cf. [6, Lemma 3.11 and [7, Satz 1.81) 
dP,I& m=/. (7) 
(cl If -4, and {T= n} are independenr w.r.t. P,, i.e. P,(A,, n{~= n}) = 
P,(A,)P,(T=~)~~~A,E.~‘,,,~E~,~~P,),~,,~P~I~,, with~,:=(dP,I~~)/(dP,).c4,) 
and if Q, < Q2, then one obtains from (6) that 
(8) 
Example 1 (Random sampling processes). Let X = (X,),, N be a sequence of E-valued 
random variables independent of a random time r w.r.t. P8, i = 1, 2, and define the 
random sampling process N by 
N := i ex, ifTa1 and N = 0 -the zero measure- if T = 0. (9) 
,=I 
With T,(x):=C:=, E,,, XE E”, n 3 1 and &,, := V( T,,(X,,,)) the o-algebra of sym- 
metric sets in X,,),, x&:= (4, E}, one obtains 
a(N) = .I&,. (10) 
With X,,, := (X,, . . , X,,) assume that Pflp,l< P$“’ and define g, := dP‘~~~~~/dP~~~~~, 
n E FV, and Q, := P:, i = 1, 2. Then, with f;, := dP~,‘“~,,~‘/dP~,‘“~,‘~‘. we have 
dP,l&, j-,==-----_ 
dP,l& 
%7(X,,,,), (11) 
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where Sg,, = l/n! c7i ?,, g,, 0 x is the symmetrization of g,,, which is equal to g,,, if 
g,, is symmetric. One now obtains from (6), (8) that 
where f. = 1 and T : R + N,, also may take the value zero. In the factorized version 
on M,,(E) this reads for Al. = T,,(x) E M,,(E), for n 2 1 and p =0 for n =0: 
(13) 
If X = (X,) is especially an iid sequence of random variables with distribution p, 
w.r.t. P, and if Q; = P: = ~‘P((Y;), 0 < a,, i = 1,2, is a Poisson-distribution with para- 
meter cy,, then the random sampling process is a non-homogeneous Poisson process 
with moment measure 0; = CY,F; w.r.t. P,, if i = 1,2. From (12), with I_L = T,,(x) = 
I:‘_, F,, E M,,(E), one obtains 
The likelihood ratio (14) for general Poisson processes was first derived by Brown 
121. q 
Proposition 3 (Sufficiency). Let (S,,) c G! be a sequence of u-algebras such that 
%,, is suficient jar 9 1 .d,, n { 7 = n} (i.e. ,f Or Y,, E .9?+(&,,) there exists a version 
E.(Y,,l,._,,,)9,,) ~f&(Y,,l(,_,,~I9,,) independentofOE 0). Then %I7 iss@cient.for 
P’.&. 
Proof. For Y =I I,, =,,) Y,, E L’(Q &, 9’) holds by Lemma 1, for 8 E 0, 
If T is an adapted random time, then the assumptions of Proposition 3 may be 
replaced by the usual assumption, that B,, is sufficient for p/d,,. For random 
sampling processes one can use a weakened independence property instead: 
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Proposition 4. lf d,,, {r = II} are conditionally independent given %I,, w.r.t. 9 and ij 
.%I,, is sujficient fbr 9/~4,~, Vn then 93, is sujicient for .d,. 
Proof. For 0 E 0, A,, E d,, one has 
P,(A,n{~=n1(%,)= P,,(A,1~3,,)P,(~=nl~3,) 
and, therefore, for Y, E 2?(&,,), 
E,(Y,,1(._,,)1~,,)=E.(Y,,l~/3,)P,(~=nI~~). 
By Lemma 1 this implies for Y=C li,=,,,Y,, E y(.&), that 
Remark 2. (a) The weakened conditional independence property of Proposition 4 
is implied by the independence of zZ,,, {T = n}. If &,,, (7 = n} are independent w.r.t. 
,9, then dn, {T = n} are also conditionally independent given %,, w.r.t. p if B,, c d,,. 
For the proof let A,, E sI,, B,, E %I,, and 0 E 0. Then, 
P,(A,,n{~=n}l%‘,,)dP,,= l,,,l,,=,, dP, 
fj,, I fS,, 
= (1 lA,,S,, dP,,)P,+(r = n) 
= (J P,,(A,,l%,) dp, P,(-r=n) 4, > 
= J PetA,, I%)l,,=,,, df’, HP, 
= J P,(A,, 1 %)P,(T= n 1 %I dp,. 4, 
(b) Proposition 4 is formulated in [7], Satz 1.10 under additional assumptions. 
(c) If ?8,, is generated by a statistic S,,, then %lT = ~(7, S,). Therefore, under the 
assumption of Propositions 3, 4, (T, S,) is sufficient for p/5&. 
(d) Ifon.pp,,{Po(.I~=n);eEO}gCL,IEM’(E,~,,)andifP~gQEM’(N),then 
by (6), 
P# I d, s /_L, 0 E 0, (15) 
wherep(C,, {~=n}nA,,):=C,,~L,(A,)Q(n). Withj;,,,,:=dP,(.]T=n)/dp,, q,(n):= 
Pi(n)/Q(n), a minimal sufficient a-algebra is generated by I,, lc,=,,.f;,,,c,(n). q 
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For a discussion of completeness properties of sub-u-algebras %I7 of .& we denote: 
Y,,:={P~,,,,:=P,(.~.=H);~EO} and ~:=~P’={Q,,:=P’,;fi’~@}. (16) 
For QEM’(N), PEM’(.~B) with P,,:=P(.lr=n) wedefine 
PxQ x{~=n}nA,, 
( 
:=I Q(n)P,,(An), 
II ) n 
PxQ~M’(.&)andwedefine9~9:={PxQ;P~.Y,Q~9}. 
Proposition 5 (Completeness). If 9 = .Y’ is complete and iJ’,for 9 a.a. n E N. 9,, 1 ,On,, 
is complete, then g x 9 / 6B7 is complete. 
Proof. If h=C, l,,,,,,h,,~~‘(~~x,~~) and JhdP,,xQ=O, VBEO, VQE.~, i.e. 
O=CnQ(n)(Jh,,dP,,,), VQE%. Then for 2, a.a. HEN, jhn dP,,,=O, HE 0, which 
by completeness of !?,, implies that h,, = O[.oP,,] i.e. h = 0 [p x S?]. 0 
Corollary 1. If 9 = 9’ is complete, if,for 9 a.a. n E N, g 1 ,B,, is complete and if’ %I,,, 
{r = n} are independent w.r. t. p, then 9 x 9 13, is complete. 0 
3. Random sampling processes 
We now apply the results of Section 2 to random sampling processes introduced in 
Example 1, where N = C:=, F~, if ~31 and N=O if 7.~0; T is assumed to be 
independent w.r.t. PH, 0 E 0, from the sequence X = (X,). For 0 E 0 define 
We can identify 0 with a pair (cu, FL) where cy is an intensity parameter and p 
describes the form. In the case of Poisson processes Qcz = 9(a) for cy ER, and 
p = ~7; for mixed Poisson processes cy t M’(R,) is a mixing measure, Q<? = 
j p(t)a(dt). For parametric families, p may be identified with a distributional 
parameter which we denote by n E I-. The total number of points T = N(E) has two 
interesting properties: 
p;IT=n = p;,,cx,,,$ = p’” H ‘-I r\, = T,, Pu, (17) 
(Cl’=, F~, = 0) is dependent on /r = pLH only, i.e. T is sujkientfor the intensityparameter 
(Y and 
PT, = Q<y, (18) 
i.e. 7 is distribution free for the form parameter p. (17), (18) together say that T is 
partial sz@cient for cy (cf. [ll]). It is this property which singles out the class of 
random sampling processes. 
Let .zZ,, =g(T,,(X(,,,))= ~(xy_, F.~,), na 1, &(,={d, E}. From 
we get the following result. 
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Proposition 4, (15) 
Corollary 2. If%,, c d,, is suJicient,for y/d,,, n EN, then %I~ is st@cient.for B/,$. 
[f; especially, S,, is a sujikient symmetric statisticfor pp”tt’l, then (7, .9,(X,,,)) is suficient 
for the set of point processes 9”. q 
Proposition 5 and Corollary 1 concern the completeness of S/3, for !Y x9/&. 
The model 9’ x 9 in the random sampling process situation concerns the case where 
for each distributional form p = pfi the set 2 of distributions of the intensity is 
the same. On S& we can identify P,, with the product p x QCV (more precisely: 
P ,,.,, = PrIT=* =pLp’ and P;= Q_). Let 
M,, := { P;o,l; 0 E 0) = {pn; p = j_q, for some 0 E O}, 
M:={P~;O~O}={~;~=~~forsomeO~~}. 
Corollary 3. Assume that {( P$, P;); 0 E O} = M x 2. If a measurable function 
S,, : E” + Y is symmetric and complete for M,,, n E N, and if 2 is complete, then 
(7, S,(X,,,)) is complete.for yN. 
If; in particular, M,, is symmetrically complete, n E N, and 
2 is complete, then y N is complete. 0 
(19) 
Remark 3. (a) Sufficient conditions for the symmetric completeness of M, are given 
in [IO]. In the case where M,, = M;’ a sufficient condition is that M, is complete 
and weakly convex. 
(b) Exponential families. Without the assumption on the unrelatedness of cy, p 
in Corollary 3 the completeness assertion is not true. To demonstrate this we consider 
0 c R”, 6 Z B and for 8 E 0 let m,, be a v-continuous mean measure 
2(.x) = exp((fI, T(x))) (20) 
with the corresponding Poisson-process B,. The distributional form, therefore, is a 
k-parametric exponential family and by (14), 
dP: 
x(p) = exdme2(E) - m,+,(E)lexp (0,~ 0,, T(x))p(dx) 1 
=exp[(m~~(E)-m~,(E))+(8,~0,,~ 7dli)], &,&E@. (21) 
This implies that j T dp =I:=, T(q) IS a complete and sufficient statistic for the 
set of Poisson processes YN. (The proof of Brown [3, p. 811 of this point is not 
valid since 
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In particular, (7, C:=, T(X,)) is nor complete in this case. The reason is of course 
that cu( 0) = SE e(“,r’x)) v(dx) and pti = (l/a( 0))m, are strongly related so that the 
intensity contains information w.r.t. the distributional form and vice versa. 
If, on the other hand, A x 0 = [w, x IF!“, A f (d, f?l f M and 
dm,, H
Z(X) = u e(H,r’-y’), N E A, t? E 0, (22) 
denotes a family of mean measures with intensity varying freely from the form, then 
a, E A, 8, E 0, (23) 
so that in this case, which includes the usual trend models, (I-, I:=, T(x,)) is complete 
and sufficient. q 
Based on the partial sufficiency of T for LY (relations (17), (18)) we now discuss 
estimation and test theory of the intensity (Y and the form p. In the following we 
generally assume the product form of Corollary 3, i.e. 
{(Pf, Pi); e E O} = M x 9. (A) 
Concerning the estimation of the intensity we can apply a well-known result on 
partial sufficiency (cf. [ll, pg. 1921) to obtain 
Proposition 6. Under (A), (f 22 is L’-complete, then any estimator,f = 11 0 r E L’( 8) is 
a UMVU (,for its expectation). 0 
Combining Corollaries 2 and 3 one obtains for the estimation of functionals 
g(a, Ku). 
Corollary 4. Under (A), if S,, is symmetrically complete and .wficient for M,, = Yxtt’l 
and if 9 is complete, then any function h(T, S,(X,,,))E L’(Y) is a CJMVU. If in 
particular, M, is symmetrical/v complete .for 2 a.a. n E N,, and if 9 is complete, then 
any function h(N) E Lz( 9’) is a UMVU. Cl 
Example2. (a) IfE=[W’,9={~(cu);cu~[W+},M={N(a,a”)”;a~(W’,a~>O}then 
we observe a Poisson process with normal distributional form. Here S,(x) = 
(C x,, C xf)=: (C f(x,), 1 g(x,)) is complete and sufficient for M,,, n 2 1 (define 
S,,= 0). Therefore, by Corollary 4 (T, ST(XcTj)) = (T, j,f dN, 5 g dN) is complete and 
sufficient for gPN and any function h(T, S,(X,,,)) E L2(.?J’) is a UMVU. 
(b) Existence of unbiased estimators. Let M = MF and let g(p) be a functional 
of the distributional form we want to estimate. Let g(p) be of estimation degree k, 
i.e. there exists an unbiased estimate for g(p) w.r.t. M;’ if and only if n 2 k. Then 
an unbiased estimator for g(p) in the random sampling process model M x 2, 3 
complete, exists if and only if for all Q E Z!?, Q((0, 1, . , k-l}) = 0. In particular, 
for Poisson processes there does not exist an unbiased estimator for any nontrivial 
functional g(p) of the form. The reason is of course that with positive probability 
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one observes no point in E and, therefore, cannot distinguish between different 
forms. In case of estimation of a functional of degree k one, therefore, should 
compare properties of estimators under the condition ( ITZ k}. This is equivalent to 
replacing the model A4 x 9 by M x ,9’ with 2’:= {Qk ; Qr 9} where 
Q,(A):= Q(A n{k,k+l,...}) 
Q({k,k+l,...}) ’ AcNu 
(c) If E =R’, M:= {P ;; P, E M’(R”,B“) is orthogonally invariant} and 9 := 
{p(u); (Y E R,}, then M x 2 describes the nonparametric set of all Poisson processes 
with orthogonally invariant distributions. .f(x) := llxll’ = If‘_, xf, x t R”, is complete 
and sufficient for M,, implying, by Corollary 4, that (T, C:_, F,~,,,) is complete 
and sufficient for :GpN, i.e. any function d( r,.f(.x,), . ,.f’(x,)) symmetric in 
,f(x,), . ,,f(_~~) is a UMVU. 
(d) If one observes a homogeneous Poisson process on a subset E c R” with 
unknown intensity cry, then by Proposition 6 any function ,f= h 0 TE L’(9) is a 
UMVU. In particular, r is a UMVU for the intensity (Y. 
We now consider the estimation of g(p) in the case that 9 is not necessarily 
complete. 
Proposition 7. Under (A), let g(H) = g(p) be a ,jiinctional of the jbrm t_~ and let S,, 
bea UMVU,forg(p) w.r.t. M,,for2 aa. nEN,,. ThenS,(X,,,) isa UMVU,fi,rg(p) 
w.r.t. 9/.tir. 
Proof. Let d E L’(& 9) be locally minimal for g(p) in 0 = (cu, p) and define 
z:=d-E,,(dIT)+g(p). Then for O’E@, H’=(w’,p’) we have by (17), (18), 
&E,(dlr)= E,,,,,,,,E,,,.,,(dl7) = E,,,,,,,E,,,,,,,(dl7)= E,<,,.,,(d)=g(p). 
This implies that d’ is unbiased for g. 
The estimator d” would be a better estimator of g than d except in the case that 
E,,(dlr) =g(p) a.s. Since E,(S,(X,,,)I T= M) = E,,S,, =g(p), S,(X,,,) is the optimal 
conditional estimator on {T = n} for g(p) and, therefore, ST(X,T)) is better than the 
estimator d. 0 
Proposition 7 justifies restricting attention to optimal conditional estimators when 
estimating functionals of the form. A similar result holds also for testing problems 
concerning the form, i.e. ‘optimal’ conditonal tests are optimal unbiased tests. Since 
optimal tests only exist for ‘one parameter’ families we assume that m = {pLs ; v E r} 
with I‘= R’. Consider the test problem O,, = (-CO, n,,] x 9, 0, = (q), ~0) x 9. For 
a E (0, I) let d,,.,, = 4,,,,,(9, &) denote the set of all unbiased level a-tests for (@,,, 0,) 
and let 4,,,, denote the set of all level a-tests which are similar on the boundary 
{no} x IY The following proposition is a consequence of Proposition 7 in [ 111. 
Proposition 8 (UMPU-tests). Under (A), let 9 be complete, 4,,,,, c 4,,., and (POE 
4,(M,,) bea UMPleveln-testfor ({t_~~~,,,~}, {P~, ,#; qaq,,}) for9 au. nEN,,. Then 
the test ‘p* := (pT(X,,,) is a UMPU level a-test,for ( Oo, ~3,). 0 
By Proposition 8 the optimal level a-tests for n-observation points determine an 
optimal unbiased test for the point processes. Similarly, by Proposition 6 of [ 1 l] 
optimal tests for the intensity may be based on T. More precisely: Under (A), let 
t? = { Qw ; (Y E A} and A = A,,+ A,. If there exists a UMP level a-test cp* = ‘p* 0 T for 
(A,,, A,) within the class of all tests of the form cp = cp 0 T, then cp* is a UMP level 
a-test within the class of all level n-tests cp( N) for (A4 ~10~~; LY E A,,}, R/I x 
{Q<t ; a E A,}). 
The following example concerning independent repetitions of Poisson processes 
can in a similar way be discussed for the more general class of random sampling 
processes. 
Example 3 (Independent repetitions). Let N,, . . , Nh be independent copies of a 
Poisson process with mean measure 0 = a!~ E 0 c M(E, 55). We consider three 
different assumptions on 0. 
Case 1. 0 = {a~; cy E R,} with some (fixed) p E M’(E, W); i.e. the only unknown 
part of the mean measure is the intensity part. With N := (N,, . . , Nk) we obtain 
from (14): 
dP: 
--( N PI,..., 
dp, 
i.e., r := cf_, 7, = If _, N,(E) is complete and sufficient statistic and, therefore, 
ME L*(Y) is a UMVU if and only if h(N) = d(T) for some function d. In 
particular, l/k C:=, 7, is a UMVU for the intensity LY. 
Case 2. 0 = M( E, %); i.e. the intensity and the form are completely unknown. 
In this case, by Lemma 6.1 of Karr [8], N”“:= cf_, N, is a sufficient statistic. Since 
for 0 = CYF E 0, P,“‘“’ = pk,, = gPckcr ,@ it follows that N”“ is a complete and sufficient 
statistic and, therefore, h(N) E L’(Y) is a UMVU if and only if h(N) = d( N”‘) for 
some function d. This implies that estimation and test theory reduce to the case 
with only one observation from a Poisson process. 
For the estimation of the Laplace functional 
(1-em’)dfI (25) 
of a Poisson process with mean measure f3 = CI~ E 0 Karr [S, p. 2221, compares two 
estimators: The nonparametric ML-estimator 
& 
(1-em’)dN 
with 
and the empirical Laplace functional 
(27) 
Karr [8] shows that in terms of asymptotic efficiency i is a better estimator than 
i. Define 
L*(f):=exp[ -1 g, diV’*‘] (28) 
with g, := - In( 1 - l/k( 1 -em’)). Then, for 0 = CY~ E 0, 
E,,L*(f)=L,,,(g,)=exp - k(l-e “i)d6’ 
[ I I 
=exp - 
[ I 
(1 -e ‘) d0 = L,,(f). 1 (29) 
Therefore, the estimator L*(j) is UMVU for the Laplace functional. It is easy to 
see that L*(J’) and i(,f) are asymptotically (for k+a) equivalent of first order. 
For a comparison of L” and i define 
i,:=exp[ -I gdfi]. (30) 
Then one obtains 
E,.& =exp[-k0(1 -em”“““)], 
V,(&)==exp[-kB(l-em”‘“‘“)]-exp[-2kB(l-eP’-”)I, 
with 0(h) := s h d0 and, furthermore, 
(31) 
Jit(i,-E,i,) 1, N(0, of) with 0: = emZ”‘E’O(g’). 
This implies, after some calculations, 
(32) 
E,,i(f)=L,,(f) 1-&0(1-em’)“+0 j$ 
( ( )> 
, 
A 
V,(L(f)) = exp[-k0{1 -e~(“L”‘~e “}I -exp[-2k0{1 -e (““(‘-’ “}I 
++ifH(l-e ‘)4-8(1-em’)3}+0 j$ 
( >I 
, (33) 
V,(L*(f))=exp[-28(1-em’)]{exp[(l/k)@(l -eP’)‘]-1) 
1 3 , 1 
+s(O(l -e-‘>-)-+0 2 
( >I 
(34) 
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Therefore, L*(J’) and i(f) are different only at the deficiency level and neither L” 
nor i is better for all f: 
Case 3. 0 = (0 = q~; ru. E A4’( E, Z)}, i.e. only the form is unknown, while the 
intensity is completely known. If g(p) is of estimation degree k (cf. Example 2, b)) 
then by Proposition 7, S,(X,,,) is a UMVU conditional on 7~ k, where S,, is a 
symmetric unbiased estimator of g(p) in the model My = {p”; p E A4’( E, Z?)}. 
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